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Gas-to-RTIL (room-temperature ionic liquid) partition coefficients have been compiled for 592 different
solute-RTIL combinations. These partition coefficients were converted into water-to-RTIL partition
coefficients using the corresponding gas-to-water partition coefficients. Both sets of partition coefficients
were analyzed using the Abraham solvation parameter model with cation-specific and anion-specific equation
coefficients. The derived equations correlated the experimental gas-to-RTIL and water-to-RTIL partition
coefficient data to within 0.10 and 0.14 log units, respectively. The 8 sets of calculated cation-specific
equation coefficients and 4 sets of calculated anion-specific equation coefficients can be combined to yield
expressions capable of predicting the partition coefficients of solutes in 32 different RTILs.
INTRODUCTION

Room-temperature ionic liquids (RTILs) have become an
increasingly popular solvent choice in the past decade as a
reaction media for synthesis of potential new pharmaceutical
drug molecules, biomolecules, and polymers,1-3 as reservoirs
for the controlled release of drug molecules in pharmaceutical
formulations,4 and as an extraction solvent for the removal
of sulfur compounds5 and organic contaminants from petroleum crude oils and soil samples,6 respectively. Immiscibility
of ionic liquids with supercritical carbon dioxide, linear
hydrocarbons, and several acyclic organic solvents makes
RTILs ideally suited for synthetic preparations involving
biphasic catalysis.7 Most (if not all) of these synthetic
methods have been performed in RTILs. Much higher
product yields and shorter reaction times were reported for
RTILs than for the more conventional organic solvents.
Currently synthetic procedures are known for making more
than 200 different RTILs.8,9 Considerable time and effort is
devoted to developing ionic liquids having specific solvent
characteristics. From a theoretical standpoint it should be
possible to control and modify the physical properties
(viscosity, density, conductivity) and solubilibizing properties
(hydrophobicity, hydrophilicity, hydrogen-bonding character)
of RTILs by employing different cation-anion combinations.
Our understanding of RTILs has not reached the point where
this goal is realized.
Several recent papers have reported mathematical expressions for correlating and estimating infinite dilution activity
coefficients and partition coefficients in select RTILs. Eike
et al.10 proposed quantitative structure-property relationship
(QSAR) correlations for the published infinite dilution
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activity of organic solutes in 4-methyl-N-butylpyridinium
tetrafluoroborate ([BMPy]+[BF4]-), 1-methyl-3-ethylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide ([MEIm]+[(Tf)2N]-),
and 1,2-dimethyl-3-ethylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide ([M2EIm]+[(Tf)2N]-) at 298 K that had squared
correlation coefficients ranging from R2 ) 0.952 to R2 )
0.975. Tämm and Burke11 later reanalyzed the experimental
data and reported three-parameter correlations based on
molecular descriptors obtained using CODESSA PRO software. The authors’ three-parameter correlations described the
published experimental data to within standard errors from
SE ) 0.30 to SE ) 0.35 log units. Acree, Abraham, and
co-workers reported mathematical correlations based on the
general Abraham solvation parameter model for the gas-tosolvent, K, and water-to-solvent partition coefficients, P, for
ten different anhydrous RTILs12-14 and for two practical
water-to-RTIL partition systems.15 The ten anhydrous waterto-RTIL correlations describe “hypothetical” partitions, and
the partition coefficient is calculated as a molar solubility
ratio for the solute dissolved in both neat solvents. Practical
partitions, on the other hand, represent true equilibrium solute
partitioning between the water-saturated organic phase and
an aqueous phase that is saturated with the organic solvent.
Correlations derived from the Abraham model described the
experimental log K and log P data for 10 RTILs to within
average standard deviations of (0.086 log units and (0.129
log units, respectively. The quoted values represent the
average value of the standard deviations of the individual
log K and log P correlations of the 10 RTILs.
The drawback in using QSAR and linear free energy
relationship (LFER) models is that a separate equation must
be derived for each RTIL solvent studied. There is no transfer
of knowledge from one ionic liquid to the next. To address
this problem we have devised a method for separating the
five individual solvent coefficients in the Abraham model
into cation-specific and anion-specific values that would
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apply to all RTILs containing the given cation and/or anion.
While we illustrate our method with the Abraham model,
there is no reason that the same methodology could not be
applied to other QSAR and LFER models. Our method of
separation of solute-cation and solute-anion contributions,
if successful, allows us to construct the database for
regression analyses by combining experimental partition
coefficient for several different RTILs. The only restriction
is that each cation and anion should appear in more than
one RTIL. Our approach lets us utilize experimental data
that would otherwise be unusable with the current method
of obtaining Abraham model correlations for RTILs. Moreover, once the cation-specific and anion-specific equation
coefficients are calculated, new predictive equations can be
written simply by summing the known values. As a result,
estimation of gas-to-RTIL and water-to-RTIL partition
coefficients can be made for solutes dissolved in an ionic
liquid for which there is insufficient experimental data to
develop a RTIL-specific Abraham model correlation.

ethylsulfate ([MEIm]+[EtSO4]-), 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate ([BMIm]+[BF4]-), N-ethylpyridinium
bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide ([NEPy]+[(Tf)2N]-), 1-methyl-3-hexylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate ([MHIm]+[BF4]-),
1-methyl-3-ethylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate ([MEIm]+[BF4]-), 1-methyl-3-octylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide ([MOIm]+[(Tf)2N]-), 1-methyl-3-hexylimidazolium hexafluorophosphate ([MHIm]+[PF6]-), and 4-methyl-N-butylpyridinium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide
([BMPy]+[(Tf)2N]-) at 298 K. Note that the water-to-RTIL
log P values represent hypothetical partitions. Even so the
values are still quite useful. Values of the hypothetical
partition coefficients can be used to calculate infinite dilution
activity coefficients and the solubilities for solutes dissolved
in pure RTILs.
For the analysis of data, we have modified the two linear
free energy equations of the Abraham solvation parameter
model12-15,53-56

log P ) c + e‚E + s‚S + a‚A + b‚B + V‚V

(4)

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

log K ) c + e‚E + s‚S + a‚A + b‚B + l‚L

(5)

Most of the experimental data that we were able to retrieve
from the published literature16-52 pertained either to the
infinite dilution activity coefficient, γsolute∞, or Henry’s law
constants, KHenry, for solutes dissolved in RTILs. In order to
apply the Abraham model the infinite dilution activity
coefficients and Henry’s law constants need to be converted
to log K values for gas to ionic liquid partition through eqs
1 and 2

log K ) log

(

)

RT
∞
γsolute VPsoluteoVsolvent

log K ) log

(

)

RT
KHenryVsolvent

(1)

(2)

or to log P values for partition from water to the ionic liquid
through eq 3

log P ) log K - log Kw

(3)

In eqs 1 and 2, R is the universal gas constant, T is the system
temperature, VPsoluteo is the vapor pressure of the solute at
T, and Vsolvent is the molar volume of the solvent. The
calculation of log P requires knowledge of the solute’s gasphase partition coefficient into water, Kw, which is available
for most of the solutes being studied.
We have provided Excel spreadsheets (see the Supporting
Information) that contain the partition coefficient data for
the 584 different solute-RTIL combinations. The database
has log K and log P values for solutes dissolved in 4-methylN-butylpyridinium tetrafluoroborate ([BMPy]+[BF4]-), 1-methyl-3-ethylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide
([MEIm]+[(Tf)2N]-), 1,2-dimethyl-3-ethylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide ([M2EIm]+[(Tf)2N]-), 1-methyl-3-butylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide([MBIm]+[(Tf)2N]-), 1-methyl-3-hexylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide ([MHIm]+[(Tf)2N]-), trimethylbutylammoniumbis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide([M3BAm]+[(Tf)2N]-), 1-methyl-3-octylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate
([MOIm]+[BF4]-), 1-methyl-3-butylimidazolium hexafluorophosphate ([MBIm]+[PF6]-), 1-methyl-3-ethylimidazolium

by rewriting each of the six solvent equation coefficients (e,
s, a, b, V, and l) as

log P ) c + (ecation + eanion)‚E + (scation + sanion)‚S +
(acation + aanion)‚A + (bcation + banion)‚B +
(Vcation + Vanion)‚V (6)
log K ) c + (ecation + eanion)‚E + (scation + sanion)‚S +
(acation + aanion)‚A + (bcation + banion)‚B +
(lcation + lanion)‚L (7)
a summation of their respective cation and anion contributions. Equations 4 and 6 apply to solute transfer between
two condensed phases (i.e., log P), while eqs 5 and 7 involve
solute transfer from the gas phase (i.e., log K). The dependent
variables in eqs 4-7 are the solute descriptors as follows:
E and S refer to the excess molar refraction in units of (dm3
mol-1)/10 and dipolarity/polarizability descriptors of the
solute, respectively, A and B are measures of the solute
hydrogen-bond acidity and hydrogen-bond basicity, V is the
McGowan volume in units of (dm3 mol-1)/100, and L is the
logarithm of the gas-hexadecane partition coefficient at 298
K. The numerical value of E is obtained from the refractive
index of the pure liquid compound at 293 K; if the compound
is a gas or solid, then the refractive index can be estimated
or E itself can be calculated quite easily.57 The descriptors
S, A, B, and L are obtained from gas-liquid chromatographic measurements, water-to-solvent partition measurements, and solubility data as described in detail elsewhere.53,58-61 The McGowan descriptor V is calculated from
the atomic sizes and number of bonds in the molecule.62
We have also tabulated in the Excel spreadsheets (see
Supporting Information) the solute descriptors for all of the
solute molecules considered in the present study. The values
are arranged in a 62 column × 584 row matrix (log K) and
a 62 column × 571 row matrix (log P) by RTIL. The 62
columns are labeled according to ion-equation coefficient
(e.g., eMEIm, sMEIm, ..., log K or log P), and each row
corresponds to one of the different solute-RTIL combinations.
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The solute descriptors are entered into the matrices under
the appropriate column headings for the cation and anion in
the RTIL in which the experimental partition coefficient
was measured. Zeroes were placed in the cells for all other
cations and anions not in the given RTIL. Both data matrices
are in the form needed for our least-squares regression
analyses.
We make a few additional comments concerning the
computational methodology that will be employed in this
study. The cation-specific and anion-specific coefficients
in eqs 6 and 7 are paired. Each cation-specific coefficient
goes together with its anion-specific counterpart to make
up a summed value that the five solute descriptors are
multiplied by. If one were to perform a regression analysis
on eq 6 (or eq 7), then the statistical software would generate numerical equation coefficients based on some reference
point. The reference point would likely depend on the
particular database used and the software’s built-in convergence routine. Calculation of additional ion values at
some later time would be difficult as there would be no
guarantee that the next regression analysis would find the
same reference point. The simplest method that we know
for getting the same reference point for all future analyses
would be for us to mathematically set the equation coefficients for one ion equal to zero. Equation coefficients for
all other ions would then be calculated relative to our fixed
values. Theoretically it should not matter which ion we
make as the point reference. We will set the anion-specific
equation coefficient of [(Tf)2N]- equal to zero in all
regression analyses performed in this study. If the RTIL
contains the [(Tf)2N]- anion, then the calculated log P and
log K values will only use five cation-specific equation
coefficients for the cation present in the ionic liquid. In many
respects our fixed reference point is analogous to how the
chemical potentials of the individual ions are determined.
By convention the chemical potential of the hydrogen ion is
defined to be zero, and the values of all other ions are
computed relative to this defined thermodynamic reference
state.

Table 1. Cation-Specific and Anion-Specific Equation Coefficients
for the Abraham Model Gas-to-RTIL Correlation

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1. Comparison of experimental log K data and predicted
values based on the Abraham model with the cation-specific and
anion-specific equation coefficients given in Table 1.

The 584 experimental log K values were analyzed collectively by regression analysis to yield the following
correlation

log K ) c +

∑ (ecationE + scationS + acationA + bcationB +

cation

lcationL) +

∑ (eanionE + sanionS + aanionA + banionB +

anion

lanionL) (8)
N ) 584, R2 ) 0.992, SD ) 0.102, F ) 1249.7
The calculated cation-specific and anion-specific equation
coefficients are listed in Table 1. Here and elsewhere N
corresponds to the number of data points, R denotes the
correlation coefficient, SD is the standard deviation, and F
gives the Fisher F statistic. Regression analysis was performed using SPSS statistic software.63 Equation 8 is
statistically very good and describes an experimental log K

ion
[MEIm]+
[MBIm]+
[MHIm]+
[MOIm]+
[M3BAm]+
[M2EIm]+
[MBPy]+
[NEP]+
[(Tf)2N][BF4][PF6][EtSO4]-

c

eion

-0.481
0.158
(0.013) (0.098)
-0.481
0.119
(0.013) (0.096)
-0.481
0.048
(0.013) (0.090)
-0.481 -0.297
(0.013) (0.138)
-0.481
0.153
(0.013) (0.117)
-0.481
0.239
(0.013) (0.120)
-0.481
0.276
(0.013) (0.169)
-0.481
0.309
(0.013) (0.173)
-0.481
0.000
(0.013)
-0.481
0.234
(0.013) (0.117)
-0.481 -0.414
(0.013) (0.117)
-0.481 -0.049
(0.013) (0.156)

sion

aion

bion

lion

2.319
(0.106)
2.039
(0.129)
1.941
(0.092)
1.672
(0.196)
2.070
(0.134)
2.298
(0.123)
2.131
(0.198)
2.334
(0.163)
0.000

2.298
(0.134)
2.172
(0.153)
2.165
(0.116)
2.152
(0.239)
2.253
(0.173)
2.047
(0.157)
1.767
(0.249)
2.216
(0.177)
0.000

1.036
(0.119)
0.956
(0.169)
0.710
(0.103)
0.982
(0.270)
0.797
(0.174)
0.867
(0.124)
1.164
(0.249)
0.901
(0.136)
0.000

0.633
(0.010)
0.702
(0.007)
0.785
(0.007)
0.871
(0.009)
0.672
(0.007)
0.635
(0.012)
0.679
(0.014)
0.613
(0.014)
0.000

0.301 1.312 -0.611 -0.105
(0.156) (0.196) (0.216) (0.008)
0.802 0.625 -0.919 -0.066
(0.148) (0.196) (0.195) (0.010)
0.149 2.838 -1.073 -0.089
(0.175) (0.218) (0.212) (0.012)

database that covers a 6.92 log unit range to within a standard
deviation of 0.102 log units. The number of experimental
data points for the individual ions ranges from a minimum
of 31 log K values for the [NEP]+ cation to more than 350
log K values for the [(Tf)2N]- anion, which is sufficient for
the regression analysis. Figure 1 depicts a plot of experimental log K data versus the calculated values based on eq
8 (each prediction calculation uses only the values for the
cation and anion in the given RTIL).
As part of our data analyses we estimated how much
predictive ability was likely to be lost as the result of
separating the Abraham equation into cation-specific and
anion-specific values. Abraham model correlations have been
reported for 10 of the 15 RTILs studied here. To have a
common basis for comparison, the deviations between
observed and calculated values were expressed as
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(9)

which is how the deviations were reported in the earlier
studies. The results of our computations are summarized in
Table 2. Examination of the numerical entries reveals that
there is a slight loss in predictive ability due to the splitting
of the equation coefficients into cation and anion values. For
example, our original correlation for gas-to-([MOIm]+[BF4]-)

log K ) -0.268 - 0.100E + 1.800S + 3.224A +
0.453B + 0.722L (10)
based solely on partition coefficient for 48 solutes in only
([MOIm]+[BF4]-) had a standard deviation of SD ) 0.104.
The correlation constructed from the [MOIm]+-specific and
[BF4]--specific equation coefficients in Table 1

log K ) -0.481 + (-0.297 + 0.234)E + (1.673 +
0.301)S + (2.152 + 1.312)A + (0.982 - 0.611)B +
(0.871-0.105)L (11)
has a slightly larger standard deviation of SD ) 0.122 for
the same 48 solutes; however, now the equation coefficients
are based on partition coefficient data for solutes in other
RTILs containing the [MOIm]+ and/or [BF4]- ions as well.
It should be noted that within any reasonable error (see Table
1), the cation and anion values for any coefficient in eq 11
add up to the value of the coefficient in eq 10; this of course
is a condition for self-consistency of our method. We have
already shown that the equation coefficients in the individual
RTIL correlations encode valuable information regarding the
solubilizing properties of the individual RTILs.12,13 We expect
the cation-specific and anion-specific values to similarly
provide information regarding solute-ion interactions; however, now the information should be relative to our fixed
reference point of the (Tf)2N- anion.
The major advantage of our method is that we can make
predictions for more room-temperature ionic liquids. In the
past one had to have sufficient experimental data for each
RTIL to develop a separate correlation equation. Generally
this required finding or measuring partition coefficients of
40 or 50 solutes in the RTIL under consideration. We were
able to find experimental partition coefficient data for only
six solutes in 1-methyl-3-ethylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate
([MEIm]+[BF4]-). Developing a predictive Abraham model
correlation from this small number of data points is not
possible. However, by combining all of the experimental data
for RTILs containing either [MEIm]+ cation or [BF4]- anion
we had sufficient data for calculating [MEIm]+-specific and
[BF4]--specific equation coefficients. The [MEIm]+-specific
and [BF4]--specific equation coefficients from Table 1 can
now be put together to yield a predictive equation for
([MEIm]+[BF4]-)

log K ) -0.481 + (0.158 + 0.234)E + (2.319 +
0.301)S + (2.298 + 1.312)A + (1.036 - 0.611)B +
(0.633-0.105)L (12)
that would not have been obtainable under the earlier RTIL
treatment.
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Table 2. Summarized Comparison of the Descriptive Ability of
RTIL-Specific Abraham Correlation Versus Correlations Based on
Cation-Specific and Anion-Specific Equation Coefficients for
Gas-to-RTIL Partition Coefficients
standard deviation (SD)a
RTIL-specific

ion-specific coefficient

0.079
0.071
0.068
0.090
0.089
0.104
0.110
0.062
0.104
0.085
0.086

0.083
0.080
0.082
0.115
0.093
0.122
0.153
0.071
0.123
0.115
0.104

([MEIm]+[(Tf)2N]-)
([M2EIm]+[(Tf)2N]-)
([MBIm]+[(Tf)2N]-)
([MHIm]+[(Tf)2N]-)
([M3BAm]+[(Tf)2N]-)
([MOIm]+[BF4]-)
([MBIm]+[PF6]-)
([BMPy]+[BF4]-)
([MEIm]+[EtSO4]-)
([BMIm]+[BF4]-)
average
a

SD )

x(logKcalc-logKobs)2/N-6.

Table 3. Cation-Specific and Anion-Specific Equation Coefficients
for the Abraham Model Gas-to-RTIL Training Set Correlation
ion
[MEIm]+
[MBIm]+
[MHIm]+
[MOIm]+
[M3BAm]+
[M2EIm]+
[MBPy]+
[NEP]+
[(Tf)2N][BF4][PF6][EtSO4]-

c

eion

sion

aion

bion

lion

-0.479
(0.018)
-0.479
(0.018)
-0.479
(0.018)
-0.479
(0.018)
-0.479
(0.018)
-0.479
(0.018)
-0.479
(0.018)
-0.479
(0.018)
-0.479
(0.018)
-0.479
(0.018)
-0.479
(0.018)
-0.479
(0.018)

0.153
(0.120)
0.047
(0.135)
-0.087
(0.121)
-0.421
(0.199)
0.351
(0.157)
0.192
(0.145)
0.128
(0.240)
0.638
(0.315)
0.000

2.425
(0.131)
2.168
(0.153)
2.163
(0.121)
2.114
(0.273)
1.925
(0.153)
2.445
(0.138)
2.458
(0.260)
1.889
(0.354)
0.000

2.540
(0.164)
2.340
(0.176)
2.606
(0.166)
2.783
(0.357)
2.114
(0.247)
2.209
(0.216)
2.411
(0.363)
2.411
(0.268)
0.000

0.856
(0.147)
0.774
(0.202)
0.343
(0.146)
0.144
(0.420)
0.958
(0.213)
0.683
(0.154)
0.405
(0.380)
0.967
(0.180)
0.000

0.630
(0.012)
0.700
(0.010)
0.786
(0.009)
0.874
(0.014)
0.667
(0.010)
0.636
(0.017)
0.680
(0.021)
0.611
(0.018)
0.000

0.411 -0.026 0.755
0.038 -0.102
(0.175) (0.218) (0.311) (0.350) (0.011)
-0.284
0.573 0.482 -0.663 -0.056
(0.164) (0.186) (0.251) (0.261) (0.015)
-0.012 -0.038 2.566 -0.862 -0.079
(0.202) (0.227) (0.314) (0.302) (0.014)

To further assess the predictive capability of eq 8, we
divided the 584 data points into a training set and a test set
by allowing the SPSS software to randomly select half of
the experimental data points for each RTIL. The selected
data points became the training set, and the compounds that
were left served as the test set. Analysis of the experimental
data in the training set gave the cation-specific and anionspecific equation coefficients listed in Table 3, with N )
292, SD ) 0.094, R2 ) 0.994, and F ) 736.0. The training
set equation coefficients were then used to predict log K
values for the 292 compounds in the test set. For the
predicted and experimental values we find SD ) 0.086,
average absolute error (AAE) ) 0.088, and average error
(AE) ) 0.012. There is therefore very little bias in the
predictions using eq 8 with AE equal to 0.012 log units.
The 571 experimental water-to-RTIL partition coefficients
were analyzed in similar fashion according to

N ) 571, R2 ) 0.994, SD ) 0.135, F ) 1455.4
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∑ (ecationE + scationS + acationA + bcationB +

cation

VcationV) +

∑ (eanionE + sanionS + aanionA +

Table 5. Cation-Specific and Anion-Specific Equation Coefficients
for the Abraham Model Water-to-RTIL Training Set Correlation
c

eion

sion

aion

bion

Vion

-0.029
(0.030)
-0.029
(0.030)
-0.029
(0.030)
-0.029
(0.030)
-0.029
(0.030)
-0.029
(0.030)
-0.029
(0.030)
-0.029
(0.030)
-0.029
(0.030)
-0.029
(0.030)
-0.029
(0.030)
-0.029
(0.030)

0.329
(0.159)
0.308
(0.180)
-0.125
(0.161)
0.167
(0.231)
-0.025
(0.182)
0.063
(0.205)
0.557
(0.253)
0.646
(0.281)
0.000

0.458
(0.182)
0.185
(0.190)
0.207
(0.172)
-0.520
(0.345)
0.567
(0.214)
0.546
(0.211)
-0.303
(0.296)
0.009
(0.314)
0.000

-1.273
(0.266)
-1.660
(0.264)
-1.614
(0.231)
-2.116
(0.557)
-0.811
(0.319)
-2.321
(0.484)
-2.887
(0.543)
-1.232
(0.364)
0.000

-4.006
(0.244)
-3.939
(0.268)
-4.295
(0.209)
-3.522
(0.530)
-4.703
(0.297)
-3.720
(0.371)
-2.879
(0.492)
-3.709
(0.274)
0.000

3.122
(0.055)
3.303
(0.049)
3.689
(0.050)
3.853
(0.053)
3.284
(0.048)
3.183
(0.055)
3.250
(0.073)
3.111
(0.061)
0.000

0.032
(0.186)
-0.363
(0.218)
-0.221
(0.293)

0.550
1.788
1.005 -0.306
(0.237) (0.461) (0.440) (0.044)
0.417
0.875 -0.231 -0.267
(0.237) (0.414) (0.406) (0.051)
-0.100
2.404 -0.593 -0.281
(0.406) (0.476) (0.518) (0.065)

ion
[MEIm]+

anion

banionB + VanionV) (13)
The calculated cation-specific and anion-specific equation
coefficients are given in Table 4, along with their respective
standard deviations. Equation 13 is statistically very good
with a standard deviation of 0.135 log units for a log P data
set that covers a range of 7.67 log units. See Figure 2 for a
plot of the calculated values of log P based on eq 13 against
the observed values.

[MBIm]+
[MHIm]+
[MOIm]+
[M3BAm]+
[M2EIm]+
[MBPy]+
[NEP]+
[(Tf)2N][BF4][PF6][EtSO4]-

Table 6. Summarized Comparison of the Descriptive Ability of
RTIL-Specific Abraham Correlation Versus Correlations Based on
Cation-Specific and Anion-Specific Equation Coefficients for
Water-to-RTIL Partition Coefficients
standard deviation (SD)a
([MEIm]+[(Tf)

Figure 2. Comparison of experimental log P data and predicted
values based on the Abraham model with the cation-specific and
anion-specific equation coefficients given in Table 4.
Table 4. Cation-Specific and Anion-Specific Equation Coefficients
for the Abraham Model Water-to-RTIL Correlation
ion
[MEIm]+
[MBIm]+
[MHIm]+
[MOIm]+
[M3BAm]+
[M2EIm]+
[MBPy]+
[NEP]+
[(Tf)2N][BF4][PF6][EtSO4]-

c

eion

sion

aion

bion

Vion

-0.026
(0.023)
-0.026
(0.023)
-0.026
(0.023)
-0.026
(0.023)
-0.026
(0.023)
-0.026
(0.023)
-0.026
(0.023)
-0.026
(0.023)
-0.026
(0.023)
-0.026
(0.023)
-0.026
(0.023)
-0.026
(0.023)

0.324
(0.128)
0.253
(0.125)
0.061
(0.120)
-0.036
(0.175)
0.071
(0.157)
0.314
(0.150)
0.492
(0.212)
0.820
(0.215)
0.000

0.290
(0.145)
0.112
(0.171)
0.143
(0.129)
-0.073
(0.258)
0.309
(0.179)
0.307
(0.163)
0.042
(0.262)
-0.336
(0.223)
0.000

-1.574
(0.179)
-1.665
(0.203)
-1.529
(0.159)
-1.580
(0.314)
-1.309
(0.230)
-1.951
(0.209)
-2.326
(0.329)
-1.507
(0.238)
0.000

-3.676
(0.159)
-3.919
(0.223)
-4.224
(0.150)
-4.144
(0.355)
-4.316
(0.231)
-3.800
(0.167)
-3.471
(0.329)
-3.523
(0.199)
0.000

3.121
(0.042)
3.328
(0.030)
3.606
(0.029)
3.858
(0.038)
3.263
(0.032)
3.122
(0.047)
3.260
(0.056)
3.086
(0.057)
0.000

0.044
0.350
1.505 -0.653
(0.150) (0.206) (0.258) (0.284)
-0.245
0.708
0.721 -0.877
(0.155) (0.190) (0.259) (0.257)
-0.311
0.294
3.055 -1.349
(0.202) (0.234) (0.288) (0.281)

-0.320
(0.030)
-0.256
(0.039)
-0.280
(0.047)

2

N]-)

([M2EIm]+[(Tf)2N]-)
([MBIm]+[(Tf)2N]-)
([MHIm]+[(Tf)2N]-)
([M3BAm]+[(Tf)2N]-)
([MOIm]+[BF4]-)
([MBIm]+[PF6]-)
([BMPy]+[BF4]-)
([MEIm]+[EtSO4]-)
([BMIm]+[BF4]-)

a

SD )

RTIL-specific

ion-specific coefficient

0.127
0.131
0.095
0.136
0.089
0.131
0.162
0.141
0.138
0.142
0.129

0.127
0.131
0.124
0.143
0.105
0.143
0.162
0.141
0.148
0.160
0.138

x(logPcalc-logPobs)2/N-6.

The derived water-to-RTIL correlation was validated by
dividing the 571 experimental data points into a training set
and a test set as before. Analysis of the experimental log P
data in the training set gave the cation-specific and anionspecific equation coefficients that are tabulated in Table 5,
with N ) 286, SD ) 0.120, R2 ) 0.994, and F ) 746.6.
The training set equation was then used to predict log P
values for the 285 compounds in the test set. For the
predicted and experimental values we find that SD ) 0.113,
AAE ) 0.131, and AE ) 0.041. There is therefore very little
bias in the predictions using eq 13 with AE equal to 0.041
log units.
Finally, water-to-RTIL correlations have been reported in
the literature for 10 ionic solvents. In Table 6 we have
assembled the deviations between observed and calculated
values based on eq 13 and the deviations that were reported
at the time each RTIL-specific correlation was published.
All tabulated deviations were calculated using eq 6. Examination of the tabulated values indicates that there is a small
loss in predictive ability due to splitting of the solvent
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equation coefficients into cation and anion values, an average
standard deviation of SD ) 0.129 for the RTIL-specific
correlations versus SD ) 0.136 for correlations using the
cation-specific and anion-specific coefficients. The benefits
associated with being able to construct additional predictive
correlations simply by combining the tabulated cationspecific and anion-specific equation coefficients should more
than outweigh the slight loss in predictive accuracy noted
above. The 8 sets of cation-specific equation coefficients and
4 sets of anion-specific equation coefficients can be combined
to yield predictive equations for 32 different RTILs. This
more than triples the number of predictive Abraham model
equations that were available prior to this study. The cation
and anion contributions to the coefficients in eqs 8 and 13
represent the (relative) properties of ions in bulk ionic liquids.
They should not be confused with the (absolute) properties
of ions that we have previously obtained64 and which refer
to single isolated ions in solvents.
Supporting Information Available: Gas-to-RTIL and
water-to-RTIL partition coefficient data for organic and gaseous solutes dissolved in 16 room-temperature ionic liquids
and numerical values of the solute descriptors for the compounds studied available as an Excel spreadsheet. This material is available free of charge via the Internet at http://
pubs.acs.org.
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